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Elections over;
SG senators seated
by Sherry Reed
Future •t!lff

Less that six percent of the UCF
student body voted in the Senate elections' on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Seven hundred and twenty-nine people
voted; 51 more than last year. The
majority of the voters were from the
colleges of Business and Engineering.
Elections comm1ss10ner Keith
Kreagor said· he was pleased with the
election · campaign. He said "It was a
cleaner campaign that last year. There
· was not as much cutting down between
candidates."
Senator At-Large Laurel McComber
said she ran for the senate seat because
she likes to be involved. "The main
things I want ot work for are more
parking lots, more racqetball courts
and the bike path."
Senator At-Large George Chandler
said, "I want to legislate more money
for the crew team, I want to work on
the forgiveness policy and· I want to
work on the sprinkler problems."
"If students have problems I would
like to have them come to me. I know

the system. I've been here a long time.
If the senate can't help the s_tudents, we
· are in bad shape," he said.
Senators are required to have a 2.0
. grade point average and be enrolled at
UCF. Each senator must submit a
financial statement listing camp.a ign
· contributions and expenditures .imited
to $50.
The runoff elections will be held next
Oct. 21and22 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. ,
The League of Women Voters
tallied the results. The asterisk by the ·
name. indicates an uncontes~ed candidate.
Arts .and Sciences: Seat 1 -- Bob '
Larr"' Seat 2 -- Eric Jungklaus, Seat 3 Sue Walter, Seat 4 '-- Thomas
Gergora, Seat 5 -Matt Weber, Seat 6 -Jennifer Joslin, Seat 7 - Chris Stevenson, Seat 8 - Cleve Acree, Seat 9 -David Rodriguez, Seat I 0 -- Jim Feuer- •
stein*, Seat 11 -Paul Simkins, s.eat 12, Carol Roy*.
College of Business: Seat 1 -- Terry
Gibbs*, Seat 2 -- Bob Brillante, Seat 3 - ;
- Nancy Stirlin~ Seat 4 -- Runoff. bet--------Elections" page 10

Homecoming concert
·to f8ature ''Ambrosia''
UCF's -Army ROTC met last weekend for a training exercise.
Operation LEAPFEST was the culmination of a three week parachute
training course ROTC has participated in. See page seven for more
photos. Future photo by Chi Rodis.

SAGA working to improve
cooking, eating conditions
by Debbie Keller
Future staff

The cafeteria and the Knights' Den
failed an Oct. 2 health inspection, but
SAGA is try'ing to correct the 13 minor
violations.
The cafeteria violations include
roach infestation, poor food handling
and unsanitory ice cream service, said
Kathy Weaver, and Orange County
health inspector. A cleaning of all
storage shelves, drawers, grill areas
and equipment cooling units is
required.
Weaver saw flies and roaches in the
cafeteria, especially under the kitchen
dish r~turn. She said glass coverings

(sneeze guards) must be put over the
buffet:
According to Richard Laughlin .of
the Health Department, SAGA
management had not been doing its
job. He recommended to SAGA di,rector Bob Stage that management take
the health department's course on food
handling and general sanitation
because "they needed it." Only one
manager i~ required to take the course
but Stage is having all 30 food service
employees take the class, which will be
held on campus.
· Stage said . he was surprised when
-~~~~~~~SAGA , pagelO

Uh-oh
UCF took a nose dive last week in the
game against Savannah State College in
Georgia. What happened to the Knights?
Turn to page 13 for the story.

by Doug.Marks
associate editor

Students will ·pay $6 each to see the
homecoming concert, although their
Activity and Service Fees financed it.
Why will students be charged? State
law previously required that · A&SF
funded events be free for students.
However, last March the state
legislature exempted concert,s, said
Student Body President James Bloun:t.
"It allows us to make a profit on
concerts and hire better acts," $aid
Paul Franzese, Student Center
program director. "A major act cost
$30,000 to $40,000," he said. "We
can't touch someone like Jimmy Buffelt for less than $40,000'."
"Ambrosia;, and Michael Johnson
will p~rform the homecoming show ..
The SC activities board and the stud~nt
senate tried first to hire Lou Rawls or
Gordon Lightfoot. Neither was
available.
The first two "Ambrosia" albums,
Ambrosia and Somewhere I've Never
Traveled,
received
Grammy
nominations. Two of their songs,
"Holdin' On to Yesterday" and "How

Homegrown
W DIZ radio has put together an album
of Orlando's best rock. Central Florida
has produced some good rock. and rollers.
DIZ hopes this album might help boost
other groups. What does the album sound
like? Turn to page 12.

Much (Feel," were list~d in the Top
40.
The concert will be held Nov. 5 at the
Tupperware Auditorium~ located north of Kissimmee . on U.S. 441. There
will be a show at 7:30 p.m. and
another at 10 p.m. Franzese said
tickets are tentatively scheduled to go
on sale on Oct. 20.
Why is the homecoming concert
going to be held .near Kissimmee, instead of on campus? Student Senator
Cindy Roberts said the show cannot be
held outside at school because the
security is inadequate for a large show.
The gym i~ the only building o~
campus late enough to handle a concert. However, Franzese said classes
and sports practices were p~eviously
scheduled for it. According to a mem.o
from Art Lehman, education facilities ·
coordinator: the practices a-re impor~
. tant. The men's basketball team must
· prepare for its first game, Nov. 22, and
the women's volleyball .t eam must
practice for the state tournament,
which is on Nov. 13. ·
Two cla-sses are scheduled for Nov. 6
- - - - - - - - Concert, page -10

Controversy
Perhaps one of the most emotional, bitter
topics in today's society is ·that of abortion. Reporter Doug David has written a
story on this current hot issue. See page 5.
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1YEWSFRONTS
12-yearvet
Dick Shaw
retires
The supervisor of Central Receiving
is retiring after 12 ye~rs with UCF.
Dick Shaw, a charter member of the
University's staff, has worked in shipping a.nd receiving for over 40 years.
He started at the King Sealy Corp., an
auto part and power tool supplier.
Shaw stayed with them for 20 years,
and then worked for .11 years as
receiving supervisor for the University
of Michigan Medical Center.
He started at UCF in September of
1968, when the Univer.sity had only
four buildings: the library, the science
building, the utility building and the
sewa_ge plant.
Since 1968 U<;:F has grown to 25

Ladies' tennis gets
professional coach

buildings. Eleven million dollars of
tables, chairs, typewriters, and
, educational equipment have passed ·
through Central Receiving.
Since its establishment Central
Receiving has been· staffed by permanent emloyees Dick Shaw and
by Kelli Kersey
Property Manager Dennis Pollard.
c:ontrtbutlnc writer
Four part-time positions have also
The UCF women's tennis team h~s a
been filled by a stream of students that
new coach who has participated in
have.come and gone.
national and European circuits.
Shaw said, "One of our biggest acJane .Hirsch, hired this summer
complishments over the past 12 years
competed in the Penn Circuit that inis that we haven't added any adcluded players such as Renee Richards
ditional employees. Considering ap"It .was -a satellite circuit with exproximately $2 million of items go in
cellent competition," Hirsch said. She ·
and out o~ here yearly, that's not bad."
was also ranked Np. 5 in the Swiss
Shaw's. plans for retirement include
Grand Prix Circuit in Europe. "I did
fishing and finishing chores a.round the
much better in that c:ircuit," she said.
house. He is also planning to dabble in
"I played well ~nough to pay my exhis wife's realty business.
penses and I got a bonus of 500 Swiss
"It's been a pleasure to be associated
francs ."
with UCF's faculty and staff, and if
Hirsch was r:anked No. 1 at her .high
you ask them, I think they wi11 tell' you
school.
in Charleston, S.C. and was
we did a good job," Shaw said.

r

•

~ New signs furnish
Campus groups can get free
publicity
from
the
Student
Organizations ·office.
The office manages the three
illuminated signs, installed in September, which are located inside the three
Alafaya Trail entrances to school.
UCF organizations can have information posted for up to three days on

"" -1

I

ranked numbers I .and 2 at Florida
State. She earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in elementary education at
Florida State.
· Hirsch has taught in Vermont and
Florida at John Newcombe's tennis
camps. "I was the pro at the Florida
camp for a few summers," she said.
She has also given private lessons.
Hirsch said she is pleased with the
teal1). so far. "I didn't know what to ex- ·
pect, but I am not disappointed," she
said.
'
Team member Mary Woodard said
Hirsch demands discipline in
workouts. "We workout twice a day
doing drills and sprints and jumping
rope," Woodard said.
"I told the girls there are only two
goals I ~ant to accomplish: one, to gef
into better shape sooner; two, to win
the ~tate title," Hirsch said.
According to Hirsch, pre-season
tournaments such as the Florida
Federal Open are a good indicator of
how haid the girls have to work to
meet those goals.
"Tournaments keep everything in
perspective," Woodard sa1d , because
even though some of us had a g9od
match, we still have to p:ractice hard."
The UCF players in the Florida
Federal Open, Oct. 10-12, were
beaten.

"'

free 24-hour publicity

one of the 10-foot high signs. A sign
holds four 14-letter lines.
"We like to get at least two weeks
notice before we put something up,"
said Tami Donaldson of Student
Organizations.
University Business Manager Dr.,
Joyce Clampitt said wooden sign boards were used before but were too low

and difficult to .read at night.
"Lettering on the lower wooden
signs would g~t stolen and people
would also rearrange letters not appropriate for the university," Cl.a mpitt
said.
The signs were purchased through
the Physical Plant for $5,812 from the
Melweb Sign Co.

.
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Y. K. KIM'S SCHOOL OF

TAEKWON-DO
KOREAN.ART OF SELF-DEFENSE

2ND ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

LffARNAN
ORIENTAi.. ART
FROM A
COMPETEN"f'

ORIENTAi.. MASTER
V. K. l<IM

MEN, WOMEN, & CHILDREN OF ALL AGES

CALL
NOW

898-2084

636 N. MILLS AVE., ORLANDO, FL. 32803
AT INTERSECTION OF MILLS AVE. AND COLONIAL
DR
..

ALL CLASSES TAUGHT BY ORLANDO'S
ONLY ORIENTAL MASTER

v~

K. KIM.

•&TH DEGREE BLACK BELT
•25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•HALL OF FAME IN KOREA-1972
1980 A.A.U. OUTSTANDING MASTER
INSTRUCTOR OF THE YEAR-U.S.A.

SEE MASTER Y.K. KIM EVERY THURSDAY 4:30 P.M.
CAB.LE T.V. CH. 13 '-'UNCLE HUBIE SHOW"

Pagel
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Program

ups black
retention·
by Kathleen Foronda
Future staff

Diane Harrison
Future freelance

This TKE III team went away from the 360-40. They will take on the Four Horsemen ,
Tuesday night College Bowl games after losing · Monday in the double elimination tournament.
to the Four Horsemen. The Future's · Future photo by Brian La Peter.
Muckrakers came up next and beat the ATO's

Type your way out of emergencies
by Sherry Reed
Futuresbff

Have you ever dropped your 10-page
report in a mud puddle? Has your
typewriter ever broken down on Sundaf night when your report was due
·first thing Monday morning? Has a
trusted friend ever called at the last
minute to say that she couldn't type
your report?
.Before pulling out your hair, go to
the 3rd floor of the library and check
out the typing room.
The typing room is equipped with six
typewriters and is open from 8 a.m. to
9 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday and Ffiday. It is closed from 11
to noon da il y.
Student Government recen tl_y purchased three new typew riters fo r
$ 1,833.
" Student Government has provided
the typing room as a service to the
students," sa id vice president Ma rcos
Marchena.
"A student assisfant is in the room at
all times because we used to ha ve so
many reports of abuse. The typewriters
would break and the students woul G

try to fix them," he said.
"Now the student assistants monitor
the room and give us daily reports on
the condition or' the typewriters. A .
repairman comes in about every other
day to check the typewriters," said
Marchena.

r.

"We plan to expand the typing room
sometime in the future."
So the next ·time someone puts a big
footprint on your term paper or the
next time you forget your English
assignment, just head on over to the
typing room.

One ·provision of the program was
that students had to live on campus.
"We wanted.to give them the experience of. living in -the dorms and to
minimize commuting expenses," Belle
said.
The $25,000 grant covered costs for
room and board, special supplies 'such
as testing materials and pamphlets,
and travel expenses. Students paid for
their own tuition and book supplies.

Flel11ing
named as
advisor
by Lisa Stemle

Typing room. ~uture. photo by Chip Rodis

Shortened degrees offered to freshmen
by Frank Forester
Editor-in-chief
UCF's . Time-Shortened Degree
Program allows 150 new freshmen to
receive credit f~r up to 45 quarter
hours by completing selected high
school courses.

"The Time-Shortened Degree
program is an honor.s program for outstanding high school students," said
Dennis Kamrad , coordinator of
general studies and the TSD program .
To qualify for the program, a
student must be a high school senior or.
a first time freshman at UCF, said
Kamrad. Students must also have a 3.0

Reagan gets backing
from political group
by Witt Offerman
contributing writer

The UCF Ccllege ·Republicans are
plotting their strategy for the ~am
pa ign- of Ronald Reagan and George
Bush.
Gerry York , a graduate student in
the English Department, was ~lected
president of the club which changed its
name from the Young Republicans 'to
avoid confusion with another party
organization.
Th e College Republicans a re
devoting their efforts to the election of
Rraga n and Bush and are not compaigning for other Republic:an candid a tes,
according
to
York

..

The Educational Opportunity
Program boosted UCF's retention of
black students; 35 out of 37 summer
program participants returned this
fall.
The state-funded program was
aimed at black, first-time-in-college
students with low SAT or ACT scores.
They studied basic math, English and
science. The two who did not enroll
opted to attend a community college.
The program was run by .the UCF
Minority Services Office. Office director Robe~t Belle said the students got
' academic credit for their grade point
averages but he said university policy ·
does nQt allow graduation credit for
remedial classes.
Interested high school students were
screened for their potential to do
. college work an,d required to present
letters of recommendation from four
teachers, explained Belle.

Plans for the campaign at UCF in- elude setting up a table for the
distribution of campaign literature,
buttons and bumper stickers at the
student center. They also hope to
recruit more members and volunteers
at the table.
' There are approximatel y 40 to 50
volunteer signatures with about 20 activr members," said York. The
sign;:itures were obtained during class
registration this quarter.
The group plans to place Reagan
signs along University Blvd. and the
last week before the election hand out
literature at Alafaya Trail and Univrrsitv Blvd.

average in high school academic subjects and a SAT score of 1050 or an
ACT score of 24, he said .
Kamrad said enrollment in the
program is limited to 150 students per
year and there is a waiting list.
Qualified students are admitted to the
program on a first come, first served
basis.
The TSD program was startled in
1973 and since then the "retention rate
and graduation rate of-time shortened
degree students is much higher than
average," said Kamra<l.
"How the course is applied depen_ds
on the students major, " Kamrad said.
While the program is limited to 45
hours, some majors receive less credit
toward graduation even though it appears on the sh~dent',s transcripts, he
said.
The TSD program has been met with
mixed emotions fro)Jl the faculty, according to Kamrad . . He said some
teachers do not feel it gives students a
chance to mature, while others feel
students should take honors courses instead of bypassing certain courses.
Although the program has been accepted by the Board of Regents, UCF
does not guarantee the credit will transf~ r .

Future staff

Jeff Fl~ming, a junior majoring in
political science, is getting some practical experience in the. field by serving
as executive advisor to Student . Body
Vice President, Ma.rcos Marchena .
Fleming, who took 'office summer
quarter, said the responsibility of his
job is to assist Marchena by attending
meetings, writing letters and helping
with legislation when.ever necessary.
One of his specific duties· is to work
with UCF's Creative School For
Children, with Dean Carol Wilson and
Delores Burkhardt, the school's direc. tor. He is working on a ~lide presentation to famiBarize people in the
community with the school and to
solicit fund.s.
Fleming . ha·s also worked on the
proposal for restructuring WUCF
radio station and is involved in the SG
proposal to reins~ itute a limited
academic forgiveness policy.
He said he would like the chance to
· work on more specific projects. Fpr
right now, his interest in politics is
being put to use.
As a cabinet member, Flemi~g is
paid $200 each quarter, and ~pends an
about 15 hours each week in the SG offices.
He _defines part of his job as helping
Marchena "be more places than he can
Ilimself." Marcena says Fleming is
an extension of the Vice President, and .
calls him "irreplac~able" .

Faculty artist

Campus ·. {?-\\
-~
Bulletin .
,

[®> t-==-?J
Accounting society
The Student Accounting Society and
Beta Alpha ·Psi will h_a ve James
Walker, an audit partner for Ernst &
Whitney of Orlando, as the speaker at
the Oct. 17 meeting.

Nielson Co. vice president; Edith Gibson, resea rch executive for th e J.
Walter Thompson advertising agency
and Thomas J. Mohl, vice presjdent of
the ·Phoenix, . Ariz. Resea rch Information Center.
· For more .details, call the College of.
Extended Studies, Ext. 2123·.

Market share

NORMAN
THE
ARMADILLO

UCF a.nd the American Marketing
Association are sponsoring "Market
Share," a workshop on the world of
busi.ness and industry.
It will be held Oct. 24 at Lake B-µena

~

grade point average for seniors and 3.0
for gradua te students· community service; and extracurricular activities and
leadership positions.
Applications must be submitted by
Oct. 31 to Student Affairs, Admin
2626. For details calJ Pete Fisher at
Ext. 275 l.

Operatic soprano Elizabeth Wrancher, a UCF voice professor, will .open
the 1980 Faculty Artists' Series at 3
p .m. on Oct. 19.
Wrancher wi ll be accompanied by
pianjst Stephen Nelson, the music
director of Theather on Park. She will
sing selections by Handel, Mahler,
Marx , Bizet and others.
It wil l be held in the UCF Rehearsal
Hall, next to the Fine Arts building.
There will be a $2 charge at the door.
The proceeds will go to the UCF Music
Scholarship fund. Students with
an I.D. will be admitted free.

WPHS reunion
Winter Park High School al"umni are
invited to a party Nov. 13 at 7 p.m. in
the WPHS library. For details, call the
WPHS office at 644-6921.

Dancing Knights

Who's Who

The UCF "Dancing Knights" seek
additional members. Interested applicants must have previous dancing
experience. The troupe performs for ·
both university and outside events. Interested persons should call Donna
Boyd at 275-7479 or Pam Taylor at
277-4398.

ApElications are available in ADMIN
282 for seniors and graduate students
who are interested in being selected for
the 1981 edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges.
The qualifications are: 2.5 overall

. :.

Accurate t;pin1-1st d~s~ . work. · Thesis, repo'15,
reswnes, ~. Piper provule4t. _R,1sonabfe rates.
CaH Traff). . .S.1658 lfter 6. ·

Uso.

'lliiboat, ·u ft. Excel; cOndition• .
Ph. 6444793
, OVERSEAS JOBS· Summer/yr. round. Europe, s.
,Ci8flanyti1ne.
Amer., ~uJtrali1, Asl1. All fields SSOO •. 1974 Honda 550 • 4 .:... ii g Gd
dif · WI
$1200/mo. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. For ""
.
_-s .. , o con ion. .nlnfo: UC Box 52.fL4 Corona dtl Mar CA 92625
dsh1!ld, sissy bar, 2 tielmets, good tires & chain,
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• rebuilt head. $690 or offer, 'Call am (eves} 677·

'A tjped paper Is aot tile Sime thlq IS a PAU
TYPED WELL Get ~e bene..t of 15 years e~
·perfetice lncludln1 knowJeqe ef .lonirats of most
ttlte unmrsities Ind nsurance of accuracy with
1R a
Comctln1 Selectric. Please aaO Susie

647-4451lfter2.

;Babysitters aviil. near ~CF. ~aH~iina or -Kathy '
217-9184.
...
;
~
c,YEl»DING I · dWED? Here's . -special t-60.to ~ffir
ju~f ~ JO.,t; Sixty (60) . beautlful color photos .
GNLY SU0.00. Call Vic Baur 896-4'23 daJS. or
eves.
GUITAR LESSONS '81. ChuCk Rogers 275-loOi.
·MCAJ.DAT Review Courie
:
Take the co.-m indlviduUy.hi Atlanta -in- 3 to 5
:days. P.O. Box 17034, Atlanta, GA 30309. Ph.
1404) 8~4-2454.
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Gay Social Services of Central Floricla offerin ·
We 'Pl'OYide typin1 dl~rt;llon/thesiJ/nsu11n ffgal and medical referr•I, counseling, hot lln
Addmseri nnt~· lnnllediltely! Work at heme • 1807•
. '•·.
1
' RO exptriHce nectssal'J ·. excellent pay. Write/
1980 SR250 V1m1ha~ &oOd. telnet., need to seH. end 111 kinds of lept work on1.ur Word Processor -With trained members & social activities. For in·
·
at most reasonable ntes. Also remot• dlil dic- · '°rm1tion call 843-2750.
tlenll .Stnlce, IOtl M1nsfi1ld, Ste. 2004, lel. 365-6054. SUOO"or b·ei,tettet.
tatlilt fadlltiH available to qualified ,.,..ns.
_ Shriveport, LA 7~1.1,8. .
.
ABORTION SUVICES, Free 11r.egnancy test, low ',
Cockatiels, white mo0·n stodJ, excellent pets tor Contact David 862-3671 1 !869-9651. ·
-east birth controf. Priva~y, confidentiality ~n·
today's apt. regulations, $70. Call 628-8093, ask
EXP£RT TYPING: 18 yrs. exp. full time. Tenn te~. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
ro~mmates
for lee.
·
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction -Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours ·a day: 422·
Roommate wanted to shire 3/2 house with pool. 2.0 cu. ft. Sears Kenmore refrigerator. 6 mo. old, of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. 0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.
Call after 6:00 678-4524.
great for dorms. $100. Call 678-6577 after 7 PM. · Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
Ask for Sue.
Professionaf typing. 10 y~:-- Hp. Tenn papers, ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information;
Female needed to share l bdrm 1Yi bath house. 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...._._ _ _ _ _ _-,- reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671- pregnancy tests and coun·sellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
longwood/Wtr. Sprgs. $12Q/mo. & YJ util. Contact
~98.
Donna 862-11240rSean1t 830-4836.
Central Florida Woiqen's
Typing services • professional work at reasonable
Health Organization
Mature, settled indJVtdull wanted to shire 3 bdrm
rates. IBM Selectric II. Grammar, spelling, punc.
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
!m~ UCF. Prefer ~OD5'11Jtke[. l,a"-.ndry
corrected. Free paper. Delivery service avail. Patti
89S.092l
~ $17$1•• Incl. util. Call Marti 275- ·
BEAT THE BOOKSTORE PRICES!
D'Amours 678-2599.
' M/F.
FOR 50¢ ALINE STUDENTS CAN ADVERTISE
T ·
? F f t
rf
.,
I
.
TO BUY OR SELL TEXTBOOKS. TO PLACE •N
yping woes. or as re ie ,. contact Judy at 275ema e to shire house wittl same. 2 large rooms
"
2351or677-1902.
fer you, 5 min. from UCF. $100/mo. Y2 utll. Call
AD, STOP BY THE BUSINESS OFFICE LOCATED
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
eweninp_ 671-1251.
NEXT TO THE NEW HEALTH CENTER.
Typing-· reports, theses, etc. Reasonable ·rates.
Pregnant?Need help? 841-2223
Will.pick up & deliver. Call Mary Jo 834-5301 (h),
m, private bath & entrance in mobile home for
425-4824 (w).
Free Pap smear and breast exam
. fe11.11le. 275-9483. near UCF.
Call for appointment-Counseling tor men ·
Need typing done? Thesis, reports, resume, etc.
- - --------- ----~-----i Call677-1474.
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BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

personal
o it yourself, low cost sailing cruises to
Keys1Bahamas 65' ketch, capacity 17. No ex·
perience necessary. Ideal for study groups, tun
groups, or individuals. Gather your people & we'll
help with the rest. Contact Windward Bound 1535
Snapfinger Rd. Decatur, GA 30032. (404} 2881259.
BACKPACKING IN THE SNOW! For beginners, Dec.
15-20 in Appalachian mtns. N. Carolina. Equipment, transportation, provided. OUTDOOR AD·
VENTURES, 305-588-0352, PO Box 801, Lake
Worth, FL 33460.
Record albums wanted ..Cali 677-7955.

TERESA FIU)M NEW JERSEY
You Left Rosie's Too Soon
I want to see the other picture (& you). Please
come see me on a Wed. or Sunday... A.
Howard: I love you but my dance instructor is a lot
more fun. You keep the kids. See you in the funny
papers. Love, Margo.
Got Dammit, Margo! Wher.e wuz you last night? I
wuz waiting. love, Howard.
To the Kansas City Royals: You've got to win pys.
Let's 10 111 the way this year. Nobody does it
"Bretter."

deadlines
Ad d~~dlines are Friday at 5 P·!'1· for display and Monday at noon for
classlf1ed -ads. Ads must be submitted in person and paid for at the time of
placement, unless arrangements are made otherwise. Call 275-2865 or
stop ~~ the business office located just south of the new Health Center.
~lass1f1ed en-campus ~ates are 50¢ per line for one isssue; 45¢ for two
issues; 40¢ for three issues; and 35¢ fQr four or more issues. On campus
display cost is $2.00 per column inch.
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Controversy continues over abortion issue
by Doug David
Futuresbff
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Electrical Engineers

Mechanical Englneer:s

Physicists ·
If you're ready to begin your technical career, but aren't looking forward to
a pencll and paper pushing existence, we want to tell you about a tiighly
- u·nusual profession.
Essentially, we're the people who make It possible for energy producers to
evaluate the productivity of well sites. Our equipment measures resistivity,
conductivity, acoustic travel time, radioactivity and various other physical
characteristics of the well bore.
As a Jr. Field Engineer, you'll undertake extensive training Including
supervised field work and 12 weeks of classroom Instruction before being
promoted to Field Engineer.
I
At this stage, your career adventure really begins. You'll be assigned a
logging unit, crew and company car. Your generous base salary will be supplemented by monthly bonuses based on the Income your work produces.
Your pougress will be In your hands on a job that Is tough , demanding and
long. But If you're Interested In accumulating real-world experience feat,
there's nothing llke It.
We offer full company benefits, relocation assistance and a variety of
attractive locations, Including the career active Rocky Mountain and
Sunbelt areas. Enjoy the kind of personal recognition that comes
from a high profile career like this one. To find out more, make
arrangements with your college placement office to visit our
recruiter on: Friday, October 31, 1980.
If you are unable to visit with us, send your resume.
detalllng your background to:

I o~~'-9 f¥mmri

Manager, Hecrultment & College Relations
P.O. Box 6504
Houston, Texas 1100·1
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Placement center offers job ''CHOICES''
Jim. Burgess

also available. The process takes from
10 minutes to an hour and appoin. tments are advisable.
The system has over 1000 oc- ·
cupations, including such jobs as art
director an'd religious leader. ult does a
lot of the research for you," said Flora
Pinder,. coordinator of Career Planning . a·nd
Placement
Center
"The -computer is very accurate,"
Miller says. "It goes by·exactly what it
is told. If you are honest about your input and don't like what you get out,
then your . occupation -may not be
suited for.you," she said.
Ther are four routes a student can
take when using CHOICES.
EXPLORE ·helps a person assess
what.major or career he wants to pursue. SPECIFIC gives details 'of that job,
and RELATE lists jobs similar to it.
Finally, COMPARE gives detailed information on several jobs for the

~writer

The Placement Center has a computer guidance system to help students with career decisions.
"C~OICES" is a Canadian . system
hooked up with Daytona Beach Community College that first came to UCF
last year. ·
"By putting in information about
yourself, you can explore occupations
based on interests you would like or
dislike in a job setting," said Gracia
Miller, career counselor.
The computer also lists if there is an
increase or decrease in the availability
of a certain job and specific areas of _a
field, salaries, what kind of training .is
required are slso covered.
CHOICES can be used by freshmen
as well as graduating students and
faculty . A guidebook and counselor are

student to compare.
One user of CHOICES said, "It gave
me a great deal of insight on occupations I was interested in as' well a~
occupations .that fit into my interests."
Another said, "It verifi_ed my field of
interest as being a worthwhile area for

GOT _ANY I NfO ON °'toA.TtN\TI~
fe>fl CLAM-t)l'6EAS,~t-\~

by Doug David

and graduate student of UCF with services of international character, but will also assist Central Florida's
elementary and· secondary schools as well as the business
and commercial sectors in working together with foreign
interests,n said Bledsoe.
These include, professional symposiums and workshops,
research opportunities and resource materials.
B\edsoe .said the need for the center was spurred by
Walt Disney World's EPCOT, the expansion of Orlando
International Airport, Cape Canavaral's international. port and increased foreign investment in Central Florida
real est<!-te and banking.
"UCF has about 1,000 foreign students now," Bledsoe
said, "and this center wi1l not only provide an additional
means of dealing with their needs, but will also aide the
American student in dealing with the foreign student."

Future staff

UCF opened a Center of International Studies fall quarter to establish support for Central Florida's growing influx of international activity.
The board of directors is currently conducting a "needs
analysis," the center has yet to determine what its actual
programs a·nd services will be.
"We are designing what our scope will be and what role
we hope to play," said Dr. Robert Bledsoe, acting director
of the center and associate professor of political science.
The center, housed under the new college of Arts and
Sciences, will deal with the transitjon of Central Florida
into a major international tourist and trade center. ·
"this center will not only provide the undergraduate :

New center
organized
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further exploration."
.
According to Miller, and effort is
being made to re.cm.it more freshmen
and sophomores into using the com.puter to give them an early start on
whi~h direction to take with their job
choices.
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
CON.G RATULATES
THEIR NEW PLEDGES
LISA ADAMS
SUSAN HALL
MICHELE HOFFMAN
DONNA HONIGMAN
KIM LAWRENCE
DEBBIE LENZ
ALLI.S SA NATELSON
JULIE NORRIS
PATTY PHILLIPS
K~ISTI PARRISH SUZANNE ROULSTON
CAROL ROY
DEBBIE SHUMATE
YOU'RE
ROSEMARIE TANK
NUMBERl
KATHY TAYLOR
SANDY WHEELER
CARREEN YOUDBULIS
WITH ME.

-ALFIE ELF

THE CITIZENS BANE: OF OVIEDO

\?§

j

"'-.;;.~

156 GENEVA T:~~;::.~V~::~~::O~IDA 32765 •
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Use These friend!~ Banking Services

Checkin~ Accounts
Senior Citi:1.cns Checking
Regular Savings Aecounts
Certifieatcs of Deposit
Sawrs Certificates
Christmas Cluh
Safe Deposit Boxes
Night Depository
Installment I ,oans

G)
EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER

Bank-By-Mail
Drive-In-Banking
U.S. Savings Bonds
Dired Deposit
Mastt•r Card - VlSA
Travdt•rs Cheques
Fn•e Transfer of hinds Fedt•ral Tax Deposits
Collt•t'tinns

l.

Commercial Loans
Cashier's Checks
Bank Money Orders
Nota~y Service
Automatic Coin Countl-r
Gift Che<'ks
Photo Copies
Win· Transfers
Ekctroni<' Funds Transfer

FDll
$100,000

LOBBY: MON. thru THUR. 9 to 4 - FRI. 9 to 7.
DRIVE-IN: MON. thru THUR. 8 to 6 -FRI. 8 to 7
Cl'nZENS 24: 24 Hour Automated Teller
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ROTC jumpers take
part in LEAPFEST
by Dana Treen
Future staff

\

While five ROTC cadets from UCF
jumpecl out of an airplane 1,250 feet
above Brevard County this ~eekend,
another 35 UCF cadets prepared for
war in western Volusia County.
In ·two operations involving. nearly
1SO cadets from around the state,
students at all levels of ROTC training
applied military techniques to real and
simulated field situations.
Operation LEAPFEST, a parachute
jump that took pl-ace six miles south of
:Melbourn on Saturday, gave 30 ROTC '
cadets in their third year · of military
science a chance to apply skills they had
learned at a U.S. Infantry Training
School.
The three week parachute training
course is conducted at an Army base
with regular Army personnel .and in- .
eludes several simulated jumps from a
34-foot tower, a 250-foot drop with an
open parachute and five qualifying

jumps from between 1,250 and 1,500
feet.
Major James D. Hornaday chairman
·of military science at UCF, was jump- ·
master for the event and also took the
leap.
"He'll be the one pushing us out the
door," said Monty Hayes prior to the ·
jump." Hayes was one of !he student
jumpers and UCF coordinator for the
event.
The jump was sponsored by the Army
ROTC and coordinated by the ROTC
unit at Florida Institute ~of Technology.
There was a post-jump picnic for cadets ,
and guest; at Karen Field, the drop zone
at Valkaria ·A irport, si.te of the jump.
Meanwhile, in a remote area on fhe
St. Johns River in West Volusia County,
things weren't so glamorous. Here, 3.5
cadets from UCF combined with 65
ROTC students from Stetson University
and Embry Riddle Aeronauti .cal
University for a weekend of training
and simulated war. .

Future photographer Chip rodis was on hand for
the action during last Saturday's ROTC LEAPFEST. f'\.t left, UCF padet Robert Williams gets a
final equipment check before boarding·the aircraft.
In the photo at top right the jumpers climb aboard
the U.S. Air Force Reserve transport used in the excercise. At top left an ROTC cadet descei:ids by
parachute as the drop plane circles" Above, a jumper struggles to release his main chute after landing.
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:store clerks hidden but essential to UCF
by Jim Burgess
Contrtbutfns writer

Have you ever wondered where
UCF's instructors get their endJess
·supplies .of mimeo paper for copying:
homework, tests and other handouts? .
If you have, then maybe you should
wander down The back -halls of the
Adm. BJdg's first floor and visit room
152.
"They've kept us welJ hidden," says
Dennis Roach, store cJerk for office
supplies. Roach and stock clerk Emil
KJosinski sit in their 18-by 25-feet
room five days a week and seJl office
supplies to the campus departments.
Neither Roach or Klosinski take cash
from an instructor in return for the
supplies. Instead, · the purchase is
charged to the instructor's department
"Ifs good not to have to handle
mone)'.-," Klosinski said. "You don't
have any pro?lems if you don't have .
money ."
Students can not purchase items
from the store, according to R~ach.
"We will sell on]y to the departments
unless a student is authorized to make
a purchase." Then the student must
have an authorization slip signed by

someone in the department."
At first you would probably think
the store isjust a miniature warehouse,
but Roach said, "It realJy is a store. We
have to mark down prices and bill the
departments."
Though business is usually s]ow,
there are times of the year that seem to
keep them continuously on their feet,
hurrying from one shelf to the next.
"We're usually busiest at the beginning
of a quarter and at the end of the year.
It is usually around May or June
when department hea' -; stock up with
such items as pencils, file folder !ables
and letter trays. "Everyone has to have
a Jetter tray,'·' Roach said . ."They need
to· kriow which is ·for 'in' ...'out' ...or
'wait til next Tuesday' ." .
Once a department has bought
everything that it needs the purchaser
is free to deJiver the items with a store
Clerks Emil Klosinski, left and .Dennis Roach keep professors stocked
shopping cart. "I don't know where the
with
supplies for cl.asses~ Future photo by Chip Rodis.
carts came from,'' Roach said. "Maybe
Both Roach and Klosinski drink a lot
somebody took them from Winn
Working in a secluded room can be
of coffee to keep busy when no one is in
Dixie." Occasionally an instructor is
boring, according to Roach.
the store. "We use a lot of quarters,"
·kind enough to return them. "I don't
_"The job gets a little tedious at times,
Klosinski said, "but it gives us a chanknow why they keep them so long,''
he said. "I wish we had window in
Roach said "They probably ride them .
ce to wander around and see if the
here. I have to keep the door open so I
worJd
is still around."
down the halls."
~ch. claustrophob.ia.''

THE.BROTHERS OF
DELTA TAU DELTA
WELCOME THEIR NEW PLEDGES
CONGRATULATIONS,
.
·ARNIE RAY
DOESH
DESERVE MORE BP
THAl•DOES
JUST BECAUSE .
IBDISEASE
IS BEma IOIOWll?

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFERS
LEGAL SERVICES
.GOT PROBLEMS WITH:
Landlords?
Student Government seeks to provide
lnsurance?
students
at the University of Central Florida
'- Contracts?
with Legal services in matters affecting their
The Police? welfare as students. Services provided include
landlord
tenant,
consumer,
and
discrimination. problems. Also, noncriminal
traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property,
and name change transactors.
Our program offers legal ·advice, consultation and document drafting free of
charge to students .in need of services. Call
275-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more information or an appoinment.,
l

.

628-0405

United Way supports a
wide range of human
service agencies-charities
· we all know but also
less well-known organizations which otherwise
might not get the ·needed
finances to carry
on their good
work.

Toll Free 800-432-5249
PHYSICIAN MANAGED
K'ITABLISHED 1973

,

flll.
A Public Service of Thia Newspaper
~ & The Advertising Council

.

We're Chan·g ing Our B~nner
From:

DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
to: -

UNIVERSITY COUNSELING
AND
TESTING CENTER
Dorm C, Room 116, Ph. 275·2811
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VCC advisor removed amid prOblems
by Mike Griffin

Tighe denied these charges' saying,
"In my eight years as department
chairman there had never been a case
of either censorship or prior restraint,
never.''
Evans refused to comment on th~
charges. Meade also said Evans told a
La Prensa reporter that th.e administration and Meade had the right
to censor any material in the paper.
Meade said he sent a memo to Evans
protesting the statement. Evans sent a
memo to Meade stating, "In case you
do not know your role, you are a·n instructor in journalism. You are not an
advisor and I expect the newspaper to
be treated in that light. I am not in
favor of censorship, but I do believ-e in
facts. If the facts, are inaccurate I will
be coming to you, not to (the reporter
in question)."
Meade considered this statement a
threat to administrative discipline if he
didn't check 'every La Prensa article
for accuracy before publication.
"What he was saying was that I had to
check every .source of every statement
of every article in the paper. Not only
is this an impractical request, it is a
flagrant attempt at prior restraint."
Evans refused t-0 comment to
Meade's charges.
After his removal, Meade filed a
grievance against the VCC administration. He was ,given a ·hearing
on May 20 and again on May 27. In his
nine page grievance statement, Meade

Future staff

Charges of prior restraint and administrative censorship have been '
made at Valencia Community College
over the removal of the VCC student
newspaper's advisor.
Don Meade, who now teaches
freshman composition at Valencia,
was removed from his position last
April. Don Tighe, Valencia Communications Department chairman,
said Meade was repl~ced because he
violated administrative procedures.
In the Sept. 15 issue of the La Prensa,
Tighe said Meade set up an account
with the Sun Bank of Pine Hills with
the newspaper's advertising funds. The
funds paid for an unauthorized adv~r
tisement in the Sentinel Star tor a journalism trip to New York · and Great
Britain, said Tighe ..
Meade admits to Tighe's.charges but
contends that his actions "were in good
faith and for the benefit of the journalism program. My removal was due
to my refusal to illegally invoke prior
restraint and censorship on the activities of the student newspaper staff."
In a telephone interview with the
Future, Meade said Tighe and Dr.
David Evans, vice president in charge
of student affairs, tried to pressure him
on numerous occasions to "maintain
better control over the La Prensa or be
· replaced as advisor."

techniques. It would be .of continued
benefit to the college if Mr'. 'Meade's
journalistic talents_were available to
the college publications in the future." ·

charged Tighe- with numerous prior
restraint violations. "He (Tighe) has
told me that he would personally check
everything in the student newspaper
before it was printed. He later backed
down from this illegal attempt at prior
restraint but continued to use threats
against i:ne in attempts to control t_he
newspaper."
Tighe denied the charge. "The
change that took place here was strictly administrative. It had nothing to do
with what went into the newspaper,"
he said.
The grievance committee reviewed
Meade's case and ruled

The committee suggested:
"Mr. Meade to continue to teach
journalism courses, possibly including
the La Prensa lab course, and that he
be relieved of all responsibilities concerning collecting and disbursing funds."
This compromise was given to VCC
President James Gollattscheck, who
did not take the committee;s recommend a ti on. He removed Meade from his
position. "I think Valencia has lost .a
good person," committee member
. Mary Stoffanin said, "He produced
·several award-winning newspapers."
During Meade's nine years, La Pren-·
sa won the All American Award, given
by the Associate Collegiate Press at the
University of Minnesota every year .
since 1976.
Gollattscheck was not available for
comment. During 26 attempts made
by the Future to contact him he .. was
either out to lunch, in a meeting or not
in his office.
At this writing Meade does not plan
to appeal Gollattschek's decision. "I
filed the grieva~ce knowing full well
that I was fighting a losing battle. I
wanted to air my views and clear my
1
r e p u t a ti o n . '

l. "The difficulties which have ar~sen
in regard to Mr. Meade's performance
as advisor to La Prensa were administrative and procedural and "in no
way reflect on his professional journalistic and academic capabilities.
More specifically, it was the consensus
of the committee that Mr. Meade :did
not follow college policy and good
judgment with regard to handling of
monies raised from the sale of advertising for the student newspaper, La
Prensa . The effort to combine
academic, journalistic, administrative,
and financial duties perhaps caused
Mr. Meade to spread himself too thin.
2. The committee was in agreement
that Mr. Meade has done an excellent
job of teaching journalism skills and

by Mike ·G riffin
Future staff

Advisor
·takes reins
of .F uture

The role that a faculty advi,sor
should play, in the publication of a
student newspaper has often been the
subject of controversy. The recent
charges of administrative censorship of
the Valencia Community College
paper "La Prensa" have once again
raised these questions.
Ron Smith, the Future's faculty advisor said, "My job is to provide inhouse criticism after the fact. In other
~ords, it is my responsibility to
critique the FUTURE after publication

and distribution, and then make any
suggestions that might have to the
editorial staff." Smith said there will
be "no type of censorship, nor any
form of prior review on my part or_on
the part of any administration official."
Smith pointed out that the same laws
and· rights that pertain to professional
news publications also pertain · . to
student publications on the college
level. "The voice of the student should
be free and unencumbered," he said.
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Elections
w een Linda Loy and Jeff Schomer ,
SeC:Jt 5 -- Kathleen Johnson, Seat 6 -Michael Cook, Seat 7 -- David Mosher,
·s ea t 8 -- Runoff between Teresa Smith
a nd Kathy Winga te.
College of Education : Seat 1 -Becky Cranston•, Seat 2 -- Cindy
Baumann *, Seat 3 -- Kristin Locke*,
Seat 4 -- Runoff between Ken Lewis,
Chystel Milstead, Yvan K~lley, Randy
Newlan, Mark Donaldson, Pat Muse,
Bria n Parker, and Ad ri an Ferguson.
Seat 5-- Runoff between Bob Novak ,
Tim Grayson, Randy Newlan, John
Stover, Susan Huggins, Bdan Parker,
and Adrian Ferguson, Seat 6 -- Vanessa
J. Godfrey.
College of Engineering: Seat 1 -- Bob
Turner, Seat 2 -- Laura Feldman, Seat

Concert---------Jrom
at 8 a.m. The classes would make it
difficult to prepare for the show and
~lea~ ;fter it-:Scrid Franzese.
··
The Tupperware Auditori~m is the
same size as the gym, 2,000 seafs.
Franzese'. said the auditorium was
picked because it is small enough to
sell out and still ma:ke money.
However, the auditorium costs
$2,750 to rent. This expense is the
reason for the $6 student charge. ' !Our
fall program survey showed that
students were willing to pay $4 to $6
to see a m~jor concert," Fra'n zese said .
'.'The auditorium cost forced us to go
with the higher one," he said.
The concert will raise $27,300 if
both shows sell out with student and
general admission ($8) tickets evenly
split. One hundred complimentary
tickets wHl be given away.

page I

3 -- Gary Rogers, Seat 4 ~-Kim Ballard,
Seat 5 -- John Pomber.
General Studies: Seat 1 -- Randy
Lewis *, Seat 2 -- Belinda E . Neal.
Hea lth Rela ted: Sea t 1 -- Sa ndra
C lark*, Sea t 2 -- Na t a li e J. Cunningham• .
At Large: Seat 1 -- Ray Gates, Seat 2 - George Chand.ler*, Seat 3 -- Laurel
McComber, Seat 4 -- Louis M. Murphy, Seat 5 -- Cindy Roberts.
The students voted in a n amendment
req uiring the student body p resident to
sign a bill w ithin 10 days of its passing
the sena te.
In the presidenti a l straw vote,
Ronald Reagan c~me in first with 304
votes. Jimmy Carter came in second.
with 209 votes and John Anderson
trailed with 144 votes.
page 1

If students wer.e not cha rged, general ·
admission tickets would ha":e to cos~
$13.65 each to generate the same
gross.
The show will cost $24,065. "Am.
.
.
brosia " performs for $13,000. Michael
Student voting Tuesday. Future photo by Brian LaPeter.
Johnson, the 'warm-up act, charges
$3,500. Lights . and sound wHl cost
$2,500. Franzese said advertising and
problem? Stage said SAGA has .disconSAGA did not pass the inspection
hospitality (food and lodging for the
tinued its contract with Getz Exterbecause two previous inspections had
musicians) will cost $2,315.
minators. He said the exterminators
been satisfactory. He said the inspecTo finance the show, the activities
had not sprayed when needed. SAGA
tion occ'l,lrred at the busiest time of the
board used the $1,000 raised from the
purchased its own exterminating
day, which made things- worse. Clark
1979 concerts. The board loaned
equipment and now does its own
Ford, food service manager, said, "We
$9,000 from the SC program budget.
spraying.
let things slide and we shouldn't have."
The student senate loaned $16,883. If
The SAGA service at the University
Stage showed Weaver on October 8
the show sells out with the split ticket
of South. Florida was a'lso warned for
that the cafeteria had installed . a ne~
distribution, the board will have
health violations rec~ntly. Missing
buffet sneeze guard. Weaver will fully
$4,235 profit to help finance the next
tilies in the ceiling may have let mice
reinspect today.
concert.
in the USF University Center. ·
What is being done about the roach
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FROM 10:30-1:30
..... SO STOP BY THE OFFICES,
LOCATED NEXT TO THE NEW
HEALTH CENTER & MEET THE
EDITORS & STAFF THAT BRING
THE FUTURE TO YOU!

.... :

I

It-----....;....;
<i~H~~·H)F;D - BY .\ PPT. · I
______ J

L

.

CI .lt>TlllS .\I>

I

-------------.1

MORE LP FOR v9l#R'1$,MpRE s'FdR YOUR'LP's!
I

Home fellowship groups meet during the week
to bring people closer to God and one another.

Join us this Tuesday at 7 p.m. Your life will never
be the some! If \IOU need help. don't hesitate to
coll ...644-1199.

Th• Rock Hous•
1199 CIQy Street. Winter Pork. Florido 32769

The Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembh,i
(located between Par & Fairbanks exts of 1-4)

I

. "·

.

~CASH
~USED

There ls Hope in Life.

The Rock House ... Hundreds of \IOUng 'pe~ple
gathering every Tuesday night ot 7 o'clock to
worship God. Contemporary music sets the
atmosphere. followed by teaching from the
Word of GPd by Alex Clattenburg.

1

Does ·life seem without hope? You don't
know who you are or why you are here, or
where you are going? Jesus Christ said,
"Happy are those who hunger and thirst
for righteousness, for they shall be
satisfied." (Matthew 5:6) He can satisfy
both heart and mind by helping you to
discover you are His creature made for
fellowship with God and that you can
have eternal life in Him. He is ready and
longing to be invited into your life.

Newer Releases! Caltalog Jt~~sl Acf:essories!
Hard to rmd or Oufbf. Rrlnf Albums!
Most of.Our Stock CMrld aRett.rh Guarantee!

·Let us share Jesus with you
this Sunday at -

The First Baptist
Church of Oviedo

INSTANT CASH FOR IDl1R~AlBlJMs-0~ rtW:JE
~}':rt:' ( Who needs
cosh . ;. ; irMe your reCordsl ) MOti33-~9. 1~1°i~·
CASSELBmRV .
·
" '
• )
.
_
-V'tO't

FIVE MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
8:30 A. M. 11 :00 A.M. 7:00 P.M .
DR. W ILLIAM R. MARR . PASTOR
STAN TILLMAN . MIMSTER OF -kOliT ll
'

• J

' A.N o }:o ' cA·t10N ··••

1
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS
Theatre to ride the waves at WUCF ·FM
by KatWeen Foronda
add to WUCF-FM radio prog'l-amming.
Other independent sfody groups in conjunCtio~ with the campus statiop are

Future staff

..

.

·~community Outlook" and "Campus. Insight."
The world is a stage, and so now is UCF's radio station.
Drama has taken to the air.
"Community Outlook" has reported community news such as the Orange Coun"Missing Incorporated: The Runaway" written by former UCF student Pat . ty- 911 emerge.ncy phone system and "Campus Insight" has covered university information such as the new Student Health Center. ·
Flannagan, is the first dramatization tentatively slated to start the season for the
UniversityRadi_o Theater in December. An outgrowth ·of independent study for
Coordinating the group of projects ar~ Dr. Milan Meeske of the _Communication
RTV majors, the program is being organized by UCF students David Rogers and
Dept. and WUCF-FM Station Manager Keith Fowles.
Students on the independent study program are receiving four credit hours and
Chuck Moffat. "We are production, casting, and directors," Rogers said.
.
Moffat and Rogers say they're still in the organizational .stages and U11iversity can repeat the course for three quarters, accor~ingto Rogers.
Written for radio , Flannagan's mystery detective story would be aired in a series
RadioTheater won't hit the radio waves until approved and cleared by the radio
of
half
hour
segments
which
would
span
two
episodes.
station.
According to Meeske, this form of programming has not been done a great deal,
Scripts and tapes are being supplied through the Officeof Instructi9nal Resourand Rogers and Moffat hope that besides being a novelty, University R~dio
ces, according to Rogers.
The producers say their program is one out of several stuent programs created to
Theater will please its audience.

'Private Benjamin'
gets lost iii plot changes
by Lee Elliott
Future staff

" Private Benjamin" could have. been
a triumph, a wildly funn y cheap shot
at Army life. Instead, it va cillates between Mel Brooksian ribaldry and
woman-in-search-of-identity ang'l1ish;
sort of " An Unmarried GI. "
As a broad far ce, the film begins well
enough . Goldi e Hawn is appea ling as
Jµd y Benjamin an acqu isi tive, insecure
Jewish Arned ca n Princess. The wedding night encounter w ith her hi ghpowered lawyer hubby (sandw iched
between him and th e immacul ate
bathroom floor) lea ves her cold. It
leaves him even colder , as he expires
noisil y from a heart atta ck.
Ha ving been quickl y wed and
wido~ed , Hawn is then smoothly
wooed by recruiter Harry Dean Stanton. "The Army i-s the best-kept secret
in the world, " he sa y~ smugly, flashing
color photos of yachts and condo~iniums . "Forget the old, brownboot image of the Army. This is the
Army of the Eighties."
"But what if I hate it?" she hedg~s.
"Quit."
Basic training is a deadly game, rife
with stereotypes.

Eileen Bre~nan gives a memorable
performance as the obligatory sexually
frustrated WAC. Her Doreen Lewis is
an unabashed burlesque · of mannerisms; a de lightfull y malicious ,
grinning bundle of hostility, like Peter
Lorre pl ay ing a girl's physical edcuation teacher. Predictably, she said
the fa stidi ous Hawn to scrubbing the
latrine with a toothbrush ..an electri c
toothbrush. Nice tou ch , that.
Hawn w hines and kicks, tri e~ to
esca pe, then perve rsely decides to·stay.
_Her a l~rn u t-face is both unsatisfy ing and
un convin cing. The fil m is o.stensibly
abou t a wea k-will ed. woman asse rt ing
herself. But force-feeding relevance into what had promised to be a co medy
ruins an otherw ise admira ble film.
·On ce Hawn m a kes up her mind to
become the best littl e soldier in the
~ho l e wide world, she looks like an
alumnus of the Beaver Cleaver School
of Dramati c Arts: -so stalwart , so earne-st, so cute.
The downfall of the picture begins
wfrh the war games, " the Superbowl of
basic training ." ·

Contrived and poorly wrought, this
plot is a shambles. Logic, apparently,
was AWOL.
·

Steve. Lotz, UCF art professor, will exhibit his portrait
drawings at the Central Florida Artist-Teach~r ·Invitational
Series. See Tomorrows, pg. 12.

The Oviedo Inn: home-away-from· home cooking
by Diane Taylor
Enterblnment editor

Brian L.aPeter/Future staff

There's this little corner of the
restaurant world that many people
probabl y don't know about. I'd like to
keep it that way, but it's too good not
to share.
The Oviedo Inn, on State Road 426
(Alo ma Avenue), is an absolute delight.
Hard though it is to believe , owners
Tom and Cathy Estes serve wonderful
food at good prices. .
The food is home cooking at Moms
best; the setting a charming country
inn.
Dinner pri ces ran ge from $3.95 for
quiche and chop sirloirt to $9.95 for
N.Y . Strip steak.
All dinn ers a re served with the soup
of the day-always unusual (like corn
chowder and delicious.
F9llow that with ~ lit,eral bucket full
of rolls-pl a in ·to cinnamon , and piping
hot. and a garcfon fresh salad.

The rolls alone are worth a return
trip.
Entrees include the <;laily special or
other scr.umptious m~i~ courses, baked
potato and v_egetable.
A glass of iced tea is bottomless. ·
Although the menu and prices vary
at lupch time, the quality doesn't. They
even have lunch time specials.
Service is fast and friendly , even
during hurricane power outrages.
A must to try at least ·once is the
Oviedo Inn Special Steak , chickenffi ed to deliciousness.
Not fa~ from UCF, the Inn is located
in Westwood Square just out of
Oviedo.
Reserva tions are not required, except
for parti es of nine or more. Closed on
Monda y, hours are: Tues.-Thurs., 11
a.m-2 :30 p.m. , ·5:30-9 p.m ., Fri.-Sat.,
11 a.m.-2;30 p.m. , 5:30-10 p .m. , Sun.
11 :30 a.m. -8 p.m.
I.f. yeu .. want ·an out: ef-this-world
rri ea 1 but don't want to go that far to
get it, try the Oviedo Inn.
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·on the

Dylan disappoints; Shakin Street bores
by Rob Scheiderer

. ,·ee or~·

Future staff

With the release of his latest "born again" album, "Saved," Bob Dylan was, according to Rolling Sto~e magazine, extremely upset. It seems the demi-god of "folk
J
:
." ~..
· .
·
·
.
: .
rock" was less than pleased witJ::i. the audio quality.of the recording.
~~
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·rocker that~~rs re0:ta"lif\~0cals te ~ep the int~·r-est.
~~;
0¢f. . 21-Nov. 16~ ·. t~hibit · t;>y,,, UCF's St~ve Lotz, professor ©f.ari', "Portrait ·
" · "'Lost;~µse'"hy-~tif.tes: is another ~f the fi.rieF).unes :~ ihe ali»~~i(Phe lyr,ics
. Drawing in Wax ·Pen.~ir'ap.d- ~<!:1i'1~~4,_;_ "'Qil:.and. f\_crylic *a.intings," C?r.nell Fin.:. ·!
are gootl~- arid· the· ftitt:Ji(ess.of their music comes across welfon the alb~_m: . ·.· . -, .· · . ·. Arts Center Museum~· Roilins . ~l~ge'; Tues.~_Fri. 10 a.m.-5 .p.m., Sa't;::Sun.
Th~ Merrill Bl:Othe~s Band·offers a chang~ of pa~e· with a South ·~werican-like
. I .:s p.m. .
..
. . . rf;
.. · .'.
.
. . ..
tune, "Coloffit,i~~•.~:.-The catchy lyr.ks, which concern the ill-fated h~ib,' .make th.~ . .
Oct. 24: Contemporary Pia~i.sf Btadford Gov.an plays ~ong·s from American
an enjoyable piece.
·
·
composers, UCF, xz'867. .
·
"Watkin· at 45" by Onyx, offers some good guitar work but the lyrics make
Oct. 24: "An evening with Peafl Bailey," Valencia Community College, East
one wonder why it was even selected to be on the album in the first place.
Campus Performing Arts Center , 8 p.m .
To finish out side .two, from Sanford Trapezoid performs "Good Friends,_"
another standard rock tune with decent lyrics and music.
The Homegrown album isn't the best album you'll buy this year, but you must
remember, these artists are local musicians, many of whom haven't reached their
musical peaks yet. If you do decide to buy this album and later wonder why, at
least you can feel at ease about helping a good cause.
1
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ACROSS FROM U.C.F.

275-3052

VERNON
HALL
FRI.&SAT.
OCT.' 17&18
9:00 P.M.
-------------~---------,
rv~ ~~
.
o.!Yo
~~~o · OAKLAND VS. PITTSBURGH ~$~0l

~o

9:00 P.M. MONDAY OCT. 20, 1980
. PITCHERS $2.25

II

I
-----------------------~
------------------~----~
I
. HAPPY HOUR
I
MONDAY- FRI. 4-6 P.M.
I
DRAFT 25- PITC~ERS $2.00 .
I

.--I~"" ca

I< t&J ::J

1= L1J
18=
t: __
Q.

· Produced lty John loyfan and larry Ooudr-u.
Direction: &.aft Lane Management.

"fP_IC;",,,. UPortralt" ~ .,.. trodemarh of cas Inc.

-----------------------~

-----------------~-----~
LUNCH SPECIAL .
I
MONDAY-FRIDAY ll-3P.M.
I
DELI-STYLE SANDWICH, CHIPS, &
DRAFTFROM$2.10
~
---------~-------~------

I

SPORTS
Unbeaten UCF soccer string hits _seven
by Vince Cotroneo
future staff

They win on the road, they win.at home, -a nd they havan't lost a game yet.
Once again, Jim Rudy took his band of merry soccer player~ on the road , this
time, to Jacksonville and the Kn, )ts prevailed, 2-0. After the win, UCF's record
was an impressive 7-0-1.
Both goals came unassisted with the Knights leading scorer, Ken Cox, getting
UCF'slirst goal of the match at 17:36. Itwas Cox's ninth goal of the season. Ralph
Main closed out the Knights scoring 65:21 into the match. For the UCF defense. it
was their fifth shutout in eight contests. Goalie Rick Bratincevic blocked all 16 at- tempts by Jacksonville to score. No~ the Knights prepare to defend their Sunshine
State Conference crown this weekend .
·
"Tfils team has confidence," said Rudy after his team posted the win. When
questioned about possible overconfidence his reply was, "I hope not, we have to ,
take them all. We're still in the running with F.I.U. and Tampa to be able to
receive post-season bids. All the games are important."
The tourney gets underway today .at the U.C.F. Soccer Complex. At 12:30, the
Florida Southern Moccasins challenge the Biscayne Bobcats. the Eckerd trition
and the St. Leo Monarchs clash at 3:30: Both UCF and Rollins have first round

.
Matt Meyer· races toward ball against Flagler College in a match that
~~e Knights tied one record .a nd hr'."«' another: ~F wo11. handily 11-
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Savannah shines as K~night&

'by Marty Fisher
Future ataff

,

"' When i~ rains. it poub.
.
Last Saturday night in Savannah,
the Tigers showered pass after pass into the UCF end zone a~ an unrelenting
Savannah State tea'm blasted a tired
Knight squad, 44-0.
For the first time sfoce the inception
of the UCF football program, Coa-.c h
Don Jonas elected to start a quarterback other than Mike Cullison, putting

sophomore Joe Granatell at the helm of
t~e offense. Also -conspicuously missing
from the offense was workhorse running back Mike Stapp, who watched
.f rom the ·sidelines with a badly bruised
arm as Calvin Bryant started in his
positiop.
Right from the start it was missed
blocking assignments and sloppy play
that aided Savannah State in shutting
down the UCF offense.

Contrary to the final score, the UCF
defense never let down. Tough up-front
hitting by Mike Sommerfield and .
'linebacker Eddie James, closed off the
tiger running attack, forcing them t~
goto the air.
"We couldn't run against them, but
. we found a weakness in their secon<t_aty and ·exploited it," said Tiger
.coa·ch Frank Ellis after .the game.
The Tigers were able to exploit more
than the defensive secondary, as the
Knights were socked with 135· yards in
penalties including two unsportsmanlike conduct calls on- the ·-uCF_
bench. Each penalty seemed to breathe
new life. into dead Tiger rallies.
Even with a halftime score of 31-0, .
Ellis and the Tigers were still hungry.
,'fhe entire first-string offense stayed on .
. the field until very ·late in the game,
when substitutions were finally made.
Defense line Coach Lou Ross was ·
extremely vocal about the situation.

"They :beat our~ butts aJl over t_h~
fie1d," he growled, "and they . still
wouldn't call off'·. their d~gs. They had
the game· .vv,on · early and they still
wouldn't call them off. We don't make ·
excuses for our. ho;~, but they were real
tired. The 'bus 'was PA hours · late
leavirtg.. After riding· the bus all day,
we got 20 minutes rest in the motel
before the .game." »· ., :
, _
. Long road trips hav~ never been
kind to UCF. ·L ast year, the Knights
rode all the way t<Y.S outh Carolina to
be crushed by nat~onally ranked
Presbyterian 48-0, and later by Emory
and Henry 28-14.
·· ·
'!'his week, the {(nights must nurse
their. wounds and regrouE. fo~ another
long safari. This time they will be
trekking to · Russellville, Alabama,
where it will be homecoming for the .
Lions of the University of Northern
Alabama.

lntramurals

Tiger back Ken Dawson prepares to receive a hit from Knight defensive back Tim Kiggins. UCF los.t their first away game this season 44-0
" to Savannah.

Get the jump on this year's In. tramural Basketball season and try the
late night three-Person Basketball
League. Men's and women's teams are
encouraged to sign-up by Friday, Oct.
24, at the Rec Services' Office. All
games will be played from 9:30 to
l l :OOpm on Monday through Thursday at the gym.
.
This year's Intramural Team and
Best-ball Golf Championship will be

held at Cape Orlando on Saturday,
Oct. 25 beginning at noon .
- Fou'l- person- teams will compete in
three flights for low gross and best ball
awards. Individuals are encouraged to
sign-up and compete also. Awards will
be given to medalists in all flights and '
to the top man and woman in long
drive and closest to the pin contests.
Call x-2408 or stop by rec Services
for more information.
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Nelson aids Lady Knights at FSU invitational
by Patti Linzy
Future staff

Strengthened by the retur~ of senior Jackie Nelson, the UCF womens' volleyball
team won three of five matches and tied for fourth place in the FSU Invitational
last weekend.
Head coach Carmen Pennick said her squad played relatively well ~t FSU and
"considerably better than they did against Florida Southern earlier in the week ."
The Lady Knights, with starter Nelson out due to an injury, lost three straight .
games to their intra-state rivals 1 5-15, 10-15, and 9-15.
""We played awful," admitted Pennick. "It was really very simple - we didn't
play defense. And we did a lot of other things we shouldn't have, like giving up
point~ on sets, net fouls and serve receive errors. But our defe~se was just
ridiculous. And it's very difficult to win under those circumstances.''
But three days l~ter t~e Lady Knights bounc~d ha.ck in the FSU tourny wit~ a
15-5, 15-5 win over Flagler, and a 15-7, 15-9 victory over South Carolina . In both
matches, UCF set record spiking percentages, hitting at a .406 rate against Flagler
and a ..31~ versus South Carolina. Kill (uncontested spikes for points) efficiency

was a1so high at .600 (Flagler) and .481 (South Carolina).
The Lady Knights lost their third match to Division I Tennessee 13-15, 6-15.
"We didn't hit as well as we needed to throughtout two games," Pennick said. "We
p"layed well the first game, but just wore out in the second game. We're in good
overall condition, but we haven't been playing as well every game as we should
have been."
To round out its tournament matches, UCF narrowly defeated Miami DadeSouth l 5-13 and 15-12 before losing to e'>:'entual champion North Carolina 15-10,
3-15, and 10-15 .
. Pennick said he~ team played well in the first game of the match , earning nine of
15 points. The Lady Knights pl~yed poorly in the second game, said the coach,
giving up five points on serve receive errors.
UCF's next tournament will be the Jacksonville Invitational on Oct. 24 and 25.
The Lady Knights travel to the Miami Invitational Oct. 31 and Nov . 1 before
returning home to face Florida Southern, Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in the UCF gym .
1

Lidies basketball teanl practices without a ~oa~h
by Patti Lillzy

made but no response has come. She
would not name the prospect. Seve.ral
members of the team said Athletic
Director Jack O'Leary told them that
th~y would h~ve a coach by Oct. 20.
The seaso~ opener is Nov. 8.
Despite the absence of a coach, most
players have been practicing on their

Fufure staff

With the season opener less than a
month away, the UCF womens'
basketball team will get a new head
· coach.sometime next week.
Carmen Pennick, womens' athleti~ ·
director, said Oct. 13 that an offer ~as
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some of the white players were
alos complaining about not
having enough time to play.
"They are making some
changes, but they can't wipe out
all of the favoritism," he said.
Defensive linebacker James
McCriff said, "The guys who are
here from last year are alwa ys
given priority."

are getting recognition," sa id
Mueller. "It's not a black and
white issue. Some guys just want
to play. They have a lot of confidence in themselves, and that's
·good, but sometimes players tend
to think that they're befter than
they actually are."
Running back Bryant said that

own since the fall quarter began. Practices were held every other day until
daily workouts began Monday .
Because of the late start , conditioning could prove to be a problem.
Last . year's squad begain daily
workouts in the mor.nings and basketball practice in the afternoons
following the start of the fall quarter.
Finding a coach is not the Knights'
only problem. The Division II state
champions have lost three players due
to eligibility problems. Returning to
the squad are Tudor Mcintyre, Cindy
Frank, Karin Fischer, Susan Prehn,
Mary Holapa, Marcie Swilley, Gayle
Blutcher, Meg Fahey and V~ra Brown.
Accord-i ng to sophomore Susan
Prehn , not having a coach has made

the players work closer together. "We
depend on each other more and we
work more as a team . It's been incon~
venient and it hasn't been easy, but
we're doing okay. We've done the best
we could with what we had and l think
the team has really pulled together."
The delay has affected the players
physically and emotionally. "We've
really just been in limbo," explained
one player. "We've all been upset
about not having a coach. But maybe
we can all settle down now and just '
pl~y basketball. It's going to take some
time and we'll have to work extra hard
to ma~e up for the time we've lost. We
really don't know what"s going to happen once we start playing. I guess we'll
just have .to wait and see."

._,.,.. BEER & POP STOP
• 11815 E. COLONIAL DR.•277~3483•
OPEN 10-7-MON.-SAT.

o~~'" 78,BRANDS OF BEER

-SHOE SP-E CIAL-

LOCAL&IMPORTEDBEERFROM14
COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD!

BY THE PACK OR CASE AT

DISCOUNT PRICES
--------------~-------------SPECIAL·
MILLER (WARM) $1.99
6 PACK • 12 OZ. BOTILE
.

.

NO LIMIT WITH THIS AD
EXPIRES: 10/24/80

....;-----------------------------
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E. COLONIA_L
II BEER& ~ D .,.
r1 POP~I~
: SHOP
.
~

NIKE WIMBELDON
(men's leather)

REG. $35/SALE $30
NIKE RAQUETTE
(women's.leather)

I

SHOPPING FOR A

Resoling: All Sports Shoes!

DAYPACK?
ONE DAY RAQUET STRINGING
ALWAYS!
Most Name Brand Raquets,
Shoes, Clothing, Warm-Ups.

BASECAMP
926.N. MILLS
ORLANDO
. 896-0116

NOW TWO LOCATIONS
HOURS: 10-6 MON.-FRI.
. 10-SSAT.

107 N. HWY. 427
LONGWOOD
830·9041

Aloma Shopping Center
AlomaAve.
Winter Park
671-4600/671-1515

Springs Plaza
434 Longwood
862-4900
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OPINION
Concert should be big and in Orlando
The Student Center activities board
and the student senate have set a new
precedent. For the first time in
memory .governmental bodies have
claimed they are afraid to spend
someone else's money.
They say it would cost to much to
have a first rate concert for UCF's
homecoming, so instead of having
Jimmy Buffet or The Doobie Brothers,
we get Ambrosia and Michael Johnson
(whoever he is).
The checkwriters say the $40,000 or
.so ·it would cost for a class act is too
much for their budget. It does not
make sense though to pay ov.er
$24,000 for Ambrosia and Johnson to
appear in the Tupperware auditorium
in Kissimmee when for $16,000 more
they could sponsor a major concert in
Orlando and end up making more
money and having a better show.
Location seems to be another
problem this year. A homecoming
concert in Kissimmee is like having the

demonstrated the same preference.
It seems str.ange to be encouraging
bureaucrats to think big and spend
more money but an investment in a

homecoming game in Tampa.
Surely the gym could be made
available for the 24 hours or so
necessary to stage a concert. If there is
really so much concern about students
missing classes then why have all
classes been called off between 12 and
1 p.m. Nov. 7 so the student body can
watch a homecoming parade.
If the concert ,committee really had
'their act together we could have a
major concert in the Tangerine Bowl.
Then the students could enjoy their
favorite groups and the student center
could make a substantial amount of
money . The people who put on such
shows now do not do it for fun, they
make lots of money. Why shouldn't'out
homecoming concert do the same
thing?
UCF students would rather spend
their $6 to see a quality concert in
Orlando instead of a second rate show
in Kissimmee. The non-student concert
goers in this area have repeatedly

AND

quality concert for next years ·
homecoming would benefit everyone
in1volved.
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LETTERS
Parking, sprinklers don't bother him
Dear Editor::
I would like to offer my comments
al)d complaints concerning the obvious and unwarranted attack on our
poor university administration over
the so-called parking lot plague.
Can't' you see the university officials
are doing all within their powers to
he1p the students who drive cars?
First, they're going to repaint the
lines in the existing lots. That will add
another 159 spaces, an increase of well
over 5. I say, let the other. 2,900 or so
drivers find their own darn place to
park.
Second, let me point out that I have
observed there is a parking problem
only when it rains. Jeez, can't take a
little wetness, huh! Can you blame the
administration for rain? No way by
God!
Which brings to mind another
thought: haven't you seen how much
care and attention our administration

Let me conclude by saying I'm
proud of the courtesy citation I recently received. I hope ·next time it r~in.s
and I park half a mile from my
classroom on the unauthorized i:nud
and sandspur areas, they tow my car
and throw me in the slammer. Certainly after paying $10 for the
privilage of parking on campus, I
deserve at least that much.

spends on watering the lawns at UCF?
They've even got the sprinklers set to
water the sidewalks. Didn't those ninnies learn in first grade that you water
a sidewalk and it grows into a parking
lot?
The administration has the foresight
to set the thermostats at 60° in most of
. the buildings. Don't you ~now that
keep students awake, slows down the
brainwaves and thus saves energy?
Who care's if you get a little water
sprinkled on you before dashing into
the deepfreeze, er, I mean classroom?
(Jeez, can't take a little frostbite huh!)
They even had to borrow money
from parking decal funds to pay for the
new Health Center and Student Union.
Who ca res if the new center will bring
in more students? Let them ride bikes!
[0t them walk!

Band worries student
Dear Editor,
In reply to the members of the marching band, let me point out my letter
was written before the band was formed and just printed in the Future. A
marching band is fine if you don't need
anything else. The 30 grand could
have gone toward the shuttle bus or

Letters to the editor must be delivered.to the Future bv 3 p.m. on the Mondav
: prior .to publication to he considered for the issue. Letters must hear the writer's
signature and phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The Future·
reserves the_1!~~! to edit al~ letters. .
·
,Mailing address: .P.O. 'Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Editorfal offic.e
phone:J7_~-:_2~0l. Busines.rnffi~ phone: 275.2865.
This public documes\t was promulgated at an annual cost of $78,893 or 6.7 cents
per copy to inform th.e university cc:>mmunity. Annual advertising revenue of
$56,893 defray 7~ percent of the annual cost. The Future is fonded through the
Activity and Service Fee as allocated hy the StUdent Government of the University of Central Florida.

Frank T. Forester
Business Manager

Paul A. Taylor

some other needed aspect of student
government. What happens when SG
can't funq the band? Where will the
money come from then?
Sorry ·1 can't m_ake the games as I
have to work for a living.
Stephen P. Rusk

Disgruntled colonel

·Letter Poliey

Editor-in-ChiPf

You call yourselves journaUsts;
you're nothing but a bunch of vultures
I tell you! Why don't you save energy
and spend your time doing something
·constructive? Get off t~e backs .of our
administration, else they might next
borrow .money from the funds set aside
for FUTURE.
Irately yours,
Bob Curtis

Editor:
I order you to P.Ut this in your
pusillanimous paper. Parking lots?
Vollyball? What about the injustices
perpetrated by our fascist go'vernment
at home and abroad? Carter, Reagan,
Anderson ... all have to go?
The students of the sixties, though
they're squares now, would be
ashamed. Sharpen your razors! Learn
how to off an oinker with a·
Kalishnikov!
Don't let the seventies rot your minds

anymore than it has. You accounting/economics majors make me sick,
I'll put you to work building a temple
to the glory of yours truly.
Daniel "The Colonel" Lumis
Colonel,
We couldn't disobey your order to·
print your letter, and besides, it is our
journalistic duty to keep the public informed when people like ·you are in
town.

F.F.

if

The Futur~ published weekly, jaU win. ter and spring &nd biweekly in. the summer
at the University of Central Florid(l. lt is
Diane Taylor, entertainment editor; Laura Hoffman, sports editor; Doug Marks, associate · written and; edited by students of the Univer. sity with offices in the Art Complex on Libra
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"WITH TORRENTIAL FORCE,
·
BETTE MIDLER SWEEPS 'THE ROSE' · ' INTO A FILM EXPERIENCE••• AN
;' • · '
EXTRAVAGANT PERFORMANCE
.._
1
AND AN EXPLOSIVE DEBUT,''
.: -Gene Sh•llt. NBC-TV

BETTE MIDLER
ALAN BATES

THE ROSE

~

C>••" ~"'"""''""" ~

Cinema Classique
Alfred Hitchcock's

"MEL BROOKS'
COMIC MASTERPIECE!'
- Hollis Alpert, SATURDAY REVIEW

· . Spellbo~nd

rouHc

Oct. 22 8:30 pm SCA
Stude.nts free w/UCF I.D.
Gen. Public $1.25

fRANKEHSllt1

l~I

..

c~.. ~···"'1i'

l~J~

"Bradford Gowan''

Contemporary Pianist
Friday Oct. 24 8:00 pm SCA ·

Stud~nts free w!UCF I.D.

General Public $3 . oo-

'
Speaker
.

SC Art Exhibit

Graphic Renditions
by Jeff Voigt ~

John Burnite
"Communism: We Don't Know
What We Don't Know''
~:00 pm Rm 1.~5 Educ. Bldg. ·

SC Art G.a llery
Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Sponsored by SC Cult~ral Events Com?Ytittee

~ .· College Bowl Tournament Continues

. R

·,

Oct. 20-23 SC MPR7:00-10:00 pm

~._·,~m'~

,j

·Carnival Tiekets · .

Available now for ·Noveutber 3-5
·.sCGreen
.Adult & Children rides available noW
Se Main Desk

Homeeomiug Coneert
featuring
.

.

rosia

with

MiehaeIJo

Wednesday Nov. 5 .
7:30 & 10:00 pm
Tiekets available Oet. 22

At SC M ain D e sk

